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J Graphical Evaluation and Review T~.-q;h·nt_que (GERT) is a recently-
developed tool. that combines the disciplines of flowgr~ph theory., 
\: 
.moment generating functions, and PERT to give graphical solution·s·, 
in many problem areas. The major contrib:µtion of th is paper is t·o· 
-extend the appl ica_t io.n of GERT in the are~- :qf -opttQia~ i ~Y. ~nalY..~_f.s. ·' 
~. 
The intent of this work is to ptov.ide ~an ana:ly~ ic str.uct..~.f:r~ for-
: ~ 
. 
_.-;.--~ . a de.c~~ion-makiQg· · sy.st.em, :that· is :m9re. g~.n·eral, more. ~.ef)..«::.ript'.ive, -~nd' 
:more._ clite.c_tly computation~t than has he-retofore been _poss_fble: wi.th-
.-
'.94t th·e use of GERT. lt is based on: the Markov · pr:o'c::e~s as . a system 
mqdel,_ th~t contains both .pro·babil.istic and deci,sion-ma.ki.·ng featl/res, 
and utilizes GERT to reinforce the· iterative technique o_f ,R. A; 
Howard (7), that is similar to dy.rtamic ·p.fogramming as ·an optimiza-- -
tion method. 
as t:he· Markov str.uct:ure· -i_s· va.ried. -Other, ._ .l.ess sensitive, i t~::i1:•a:.-
t·1v.e ,procedures are an8ly_~·ed an.d d:f$:cussed •. 
. . . -·.-. -· ,_;___~'--'-----
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CHAPTER I 
t . ,.;, 
.• INTRODUCTION 
; ' 
·An .increase: tn :fhe· use o.f Network .ana ..1.y:"s.is has been due l~rgely · 
to the ease with whic·h: s.-ystems can be. mode-led i-n network form . 
. 1 
.. 
This, coupled with t,he need ;for a comm.unicat io·n mechanism to dis·-
cuss._, analyze and schedule an c;,·per"at ing system-,. l~as:~ le.d· to the· 
, ·;.:- .. 
ftit.roduct ion of a new graphical pro't,lem~ solving: ·te¢htti-que whtc:h ~$ " 
_:called GERT: Graphical Evaluation and Revtew '.J;':eqlln_ique. GERT· i:$ 
a procedure which combine.s th.e disci-plin~s of ·t:low graph theory,_ 
moment ge.n~r:t11>ing functions· .and -PERT to obtain ,s.olutions to S::fo;...· 
chastic problems. It has .been: s,hown by Pritsker, Happ and 
Whi tehous_e-- (17, 18 ,23), . that. ·com1J:~ex s_ystems •and problems c,an 'be. 
an~lyze.d by this proced_ur.e: 'in ·.a mq:r.e ~.lrept manne:r thlth .:~ver 
befq:r.e possible. 
The import.anc·e. q.f' ·suc:h .. -a proce.dure is -p:-here.f'.ore bbv:i,ot:ts •. lt 
~- now become_s increasingly· mq,re. ·:fmpor-tant to cgnstd·er new and .diverse 
areas of a_ppl1q·a-_t.ion ·for GE"t~r-. This thesis ts coi1c_erned primarily 
with extending_ the application of GERT to opt_i_m_al -decisi'on making.· 
~--- -
)· 
GERT, i"n its. present form, is a reporting techniqtte. - l--C: ts '.de.;.-····--, 
sirable to uti_lize the -GOJ1_c.ep·ts of GERT and redefine an. iterative 
·procedure to obtain ·optintaJ results when alternative, decf.slo1.1$· ~re 
inherent in an operational system under study. ~-,I ..... • ..... 
lfl.t ionships of traditional Markov Processes and problems that are 
: --~. 
. 





.. · ..... ~--
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I, i .. \ 
·'h._. ·.,, 
. \. 
\ - !, 
r . 
-~ ,._,. 
in the solution of a Markov Process :are easily.solved for using th~ 
~--··· r. 
method employed by GERTo Howard (7) has extended Markov Theory 
f 
~y introducing an iterative technique that determines the altei-
. -
:-n.atives which optimize the Process. 
' 
Since Markov !Peqry and GERT 
elf¢ closely related, the iterative technique developed by Howa~d 
bec--«~me.s a. basis on. which .an app:roach is built to utilize GERT as 
ali' -Qpt::lmiz.ing :as well as a reporting method. 
\ The- -c.onc.epts of reward,· reward structure and alternative 
·pol ic:ies Jll:·e- introduced in Chapter III a-nd Chapter IV with the 
. . . 
., 
,•: 
,~id of the Toymaker Problem and the. Tax_icab Operation as examples 
from Howard (7, pp 18 and 44). The re?ward structure and alterna-
tive polici.es are nec:essary quantit.ie$ in defining problems. of opti-
·.,·· 
.(' 
' m-izat ton-. The rate of return .( or ·-gain) o{ a system, and expected-
·• immed·i":a.te ·reward of :·a _part icula:t -state a1,9e d·ef ined . and· solved by 
gr;aphical techniqu_~·s.. These parameters are then use.d -in Howard's 
. .-.p·o.lic·y~tte.r·ati.on routine to solve· the above examples. 
-Ill.e :real power of. GERT is d.em.onst·r-ated i:n Chapter V where it 
is· shown that problems of· a more·- gene.ral nattJr~, such as continu::9us 
-:· 
... 




simpler, more s~raight forward, d isc:·r~.t.e·-t ime Markov . process .. ,_ Th.e 
policy-iteration technique is used similarly to find t·he Qptimal 
solution to these. mo:r.e general types of problems. This .is demon-,.., .. ~~ 
by varying the reward structure of the example. ... r·· \ . . .-.. 
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RELATIONSHIP OF GERT TO FINITE MARKOV PROCESSES 
• 
An introductory review of the. concepts and terminology of 
•• 
Markov :Theory is neces:s~l"ry to .provide a common ground for f.urth.er 
discussion. Kemeny and· s:nell (11) give a complete and readable. 
treatment of the mater.i"~l- and this review is based on their text. 
A finite Markov chain :is. a stochastic process which moves 
through a finite number of states, ~nd for which the probability of 
., 
entering a c.~;r-taf11 st.ate depends o.nly on the last state occup.ied. 
.. 
. It s.t.ar.t-s. in sta·t.e Sj: with probability pj(o). If at any t.ime it 
.. 
-~ 
i~ i~ st=ate ~'t·, tlie-ri. it moves on the next step to -.Sj with probabilit:y 
.. PJj;• ~f:he triftial prob~-bili ties are ·thou.ght _of as. -gtving the pro-
:babil.i ti'.~s for. the various possible start-:ing states. The initial· 
p:r'Obabi~~ ty Vector no = Pj ( o) and. the f:rl;in:Sition matrix p = [ pij l 
. ' 
completely de:t.e-rmine the Markov c_hiji_n· proce~s: arid its stochastic 
nature. 
The stat~~, th: ·a. :Ma-rkoy :1>.ro.c."e.S-$: -¢::ab be cons i~ere·d to be divided 
in.to two ciassif._icat ions; transient and ergodic sets. ~e farmer, 
______ _9nce _ _lef_t are nev-e-1!-----aga-i-n- -entered ,----whtte the latter ~-r·~ never left 
after onq~ beih·g entered. If there is only one element in an er-
·godic s~t, i-1: is:' callElc:I an absorbing state. States are therefore 
=.ei.:.a.sslfied' a~ a transi:ent; state .if i-t is included in a tr-ans'ient 
.and an ergodic state .if 'it. ts i-i:i_ctt1ded in, an ergodic set. 
ergodic· state. is furthe·r . subclassified. as· an a·bsorbing -State tf I 
. 'there is 'only one state in an ergodic set. 
.. 
','""· ··:, •••• -. ·- •• ,. ----- ~4 •• -~-·-
-- ·-
--······ • • • • 





~; ·: . 
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•• 't, 
. ........ -..... 
· .. . 
..····:--"-~ ··---
·' 
,. ,• , 
. ' 
, " 
.) .. ~..... -: .. .:· 
. '\ 
,. 
This classification of state.s ts Qse.d to: ¢1assify chains. In 
an a~sorbing chain, all non~transient states are absorbing. Figure 1 
gives the tra·nsition rnatri~. and corresponding .GERT network of such 




A regular. chain 'i;s.· one that has no trans·1ent sets an~d h~s ::a. 
single ergodic set.· Thus, no matter where the process starts, 
~fter a sufficte··n.:t 1:.ap·se- of time, it could be in any state. The 
tra.n.sit.io·n ~matrix ·ana· corresponding GERT network of a regular cl)ij·-i..11: 
.ls. _$how.rt· i:n' Figure: :2, •. From the gra_phi'cal d'e.scr ipt ion, it becomes 
clea·.r tlia·t .it is _p9S.~:(i.b°le. to be ·1 n ~Il:Y· st'ate.. af te.r· a given number 
of trii_ns ~-ti o.ns •.. 
.. ,¢:rg:.oatc chain .where the .c.h.ai-p ·ts compos·ecl of. -d ··.c·yc·11c·· se:ts. For· 
. . ' 
. 
. . 
.'a gt-ven starting position -it .w:ill. mov~ -tllro.tigh·the.cyclic sets 
t_p: .a. definite order, .ret,urt1::i._n-g, ·to the s._¢.1: ·o·f. the starting state 
after d st·eps. Turning now to Figure :3·, it b·e;comes clear th.at 
:_st}rrl:-.in~ f.rom an even-n4P1bered state,~the process can be in even-
... ~ ••• 1 
- numbered states only in an even number qt__ ~-t_eps ,__ -anOin .a.n _odd-.-'·- ... ~.·· ;.- . - .. --- --- - - - . . . -- - .. , -·--· ., - -- - ···-· -
'. 
_.. 
• . . numbered state in .an odd number of steps; hence the even and odd _; ... 
states- forrn: two ·cy<:!lic classes:. 
From the above discussion, it: -is· -noted that every finite Markov 






. ~ .. -~.:~ 
c:h·Etin must have an ergodic $et, 'but there need be no transient set. t'fi 
,_'-~"""'--'c--I-~-,-~--~~ain h~s mOre }han one l;ll'gQd ic _ _se.t~_the.11---the~-absolutely--------'-'· __ .~_ -~~-- ~---I 
no interact ion between these sets. These chains may the ref ore be 
·v-....... , 













~ ~·- ,._ n 
'· 
6 
,. .COLLEGE MATRICULATION PROBLEM 
A student gding to a certain college has each year a probability p 






·- .· ·· ....... ·-· ·- .. · .: · ..... ~·~ - -·~ ·--·~--'-" 
s l S2 s3 S4 S5 s6 
s1 l· O· 0 .. 0 0 0 
S2 0 1 0 0 .,.o '· 0 
,._ .. 
s_3 p r q ·o· ' . •. 0 0 
-
-
S4 p 0 .r q 0 0 
ss p 0 _Q: ·r. q 0 




Figure 1 . ---· -.. Absorbing Chain 
















LAND OF OZ PROBLEM 
... 
In the land of Oz they never have two nice days in a row. If they have a nice day, they are as~likely to have snow as rain t~e next day. If they have snow (or rain) they have an even chance of hav-ing the same the next day. If there is a change from snow or rain, 
only half of the time is this a change to a nice day. 
~ 
-
R N"' s 
• L' 
-· a ! 
]~ 
-
N ! 0 
s i 1 ! 
Transition Matrix 
.. 
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Figur.e 2. Regular Chain 
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RANDOM WALK PROBLEM 
~ t 
-
The 'random walk problem has from Oto n. states, and states O and n 
1 
are non-absorbing. the pr6blem can,be thought .of as two men play-
ing a game of chance in which player A has the probability p of 
winning - assume one dollar is bet each time t.he game is played . 
· When One player has won all the money, one dollar is given back 
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studied separately, and hence, without lo·ss of generality, the entire 
chain is assumed to be a single ergodic set. In c-hains containing 
- I transient ·states, the ·process always .moves toward· the ergodic sets-
The probability that the process is in an ergodic set- tends to 1 
after a large number of transitions; and it cannot escape~ from an 
s. 
ergodic set once it enters it. Here again, it is emphasized that 
the ergodic set is of primary importance in solving the many 
questions desired ·from the syst~m. 
The questions one is normally int·ereste.d in answering are: 
(1) The probability of beiQg in a'particular state after 
" 
n transitions, st·arttng.: tram a· predetermined state. 
-(2) The cha·nge in the. ,pr:obability of being in a particular 
state after n t'ransi:t-ions when the· ~tarting state is 
·changed. 
(3) The mean and ·va-ri:anctt o-f the number o.f steps (or transition 
time) necessary f.or the· :process to go from state Si to Sj. 
. ' The proba.bility that;: the proc.ess passes fhrougb -.~tate. ·sk·· 
( 4) An observation of the. proce·s$· only wh~i:l it is ~i.-n :a· ·ce.rtain 
-
., 
-~ .... ~ ·~:·---~. :· -··--•""" ... -·- ·-- - --- ......... •·· ~- :--c-'._ ,..._. _ __.., ..... -----=~-.:...... .. -- . 
-
s ~bs.et.~.of __ s.tateFr.--··· ----- _, ___ _,_ .... -~ ... ---~ --~··- - · ·-'··= ···'·- "-'· ··" --~ .... ::._.;:. ..... -,--- .. --·~ ... -- ._ ______ -·--··· --- --- -·- -- -·? -
.. ,..,. 
.. ··.c~--~-
- Theanalytical techniques U:sed in solyt_ri'g the above questions 
are well known, especially when the. tran~.ttt.o·n time between states 
. is a discrete functioI). .s1.1ch as the college matriculatioJ problem 
where the transition t1me between states.is one year. The reader 
·· is referred to Kemeny and Snell (11) -and Takacs (22) for the de!"'" 
·• . 








' j, • ........ • ~· 
lO 
Markov process is similar.to the d;i.screte-time Markov process. 
This more generalized .description of a Markov process is defined as 
f' 
a process in .which the transiti6n time betweeri states is a· random 
"' 
variable taken from the exponential distribution with a known mean. 
The methodology used in solving the conti'.nuous time Markov process 
., 
caJ1 be found · in How·ard · (7) ·• 
In recent literature, there has be.elj: hit.ten written ·about a 
closely related prob.abtlistic syste~. At t:he ·tnternational Congress 
held in Am~terda·m in 19:54,:. Le·vy .(12) and :$mi.th (21) independently 
p;res·ented papers in wh;i..ch.- .a ne\\i'.' 6las$: "'·o:f stochastic processes,: 
. ' 
' 
c·::ill_ed Semi-Markov proce-ss.e:s., was a·efined" Th~: ·p.·roces.s wa~'· a.·· 
gene::ra1 izat ion of bo't-n c:ontt.nu.ous. and: dts·crete par~rileter Markov 
.. · !, 
g~·neral. class .qt ·pr·ocesses, however, a:re -:~_·x.t:re.~ely complex. 
. . . . .. . ., . " . . . . . ii . . . . . " " An Introduct 10n to GERT w1 th Exclu~r1v.e-:.or ... and ·.Branch Nodes 
The pur.pose of this section- i.s to rev:Lew the work of Pritsker, 
Happ and Whitehouse ( 17, 18 ,-2:3) tn t:h~ir cJe.-velopment of "Graphical 
Evaluat~on and Review T·echnique" (GERT). G:ERT and fhe relationship 
Iii 
-· .... ·----- - ... ·--,·, __ :_.,,, ____ ····-· .~ ... --=·-·=·····c;..to·-t-ee~h-ni-q-Hes···-u$ed:···-i·n-· · analyz-ing -Markov ·-chains·· .. ··-ts··--·emph-as·tzed~·-· ... - -- ·-- -. 
.. 
·-,-.. ----------------------~·--···· ~--- , __ . 
GERT is a mul.tfparameter network which allows random va-ri.able·s 
to be placed on the branches of the networ.k. These random.. va)·i--· . 
·at>;l~s, referred to as transmit:Jance:$:, ar.~· .m.ul.t i--d irnens-iona·1 and are 
• 
~omposed of the probabilit:y· of takii:ig a.~-g;~ven p.at-h-, pij, and the_ 
,• . 
':dist·r.tbution of the time to trave,rse f.hat: p·ath, fij(t) ... · The trans-
mttta·nc.e .fn a GERT network is -alway·s .a·. directed path. The sum of 
-
.; 
-·---·- ... - ..... ---
'' c 





.. ·- .11 
a:11 the conditional probabilities of the branches eman~t ing from a 
node must equal one. t is allowed to be a random vari.able. How-
~ ever, in a discrete-time Markov process, f .. (t) is a constant.· The lJ 
transition probabilities and time distribution are the same quanti-... 
ties th\at describe a Markov process. 
The GERT network also allows logical nodes to be placed in 








by Whitehouse 23, pp. 23-24 , the exclusive-or and branch · 
.. 
nodes are the most descriptive of the states in .a Markov process. 
'' 
. '' The exclusive-or node is shown in Figure 4. 3 is described as 
occurring if a occurs but not J>, and. ·vic·e versa·. The "branch" 
nod.e is als·o ·Jllustrated iri- Fl_gQ:"re ·4. This is a node at which the 
s-yste·n.i may tr-ansfer along one path or the other with known pro-
• 
t babilities. Sinqe these types of nodes ~re d~s6riptive of the 
Markov .pro:qes,s., the review of GERT J..s restrtcted to application$ ::fn· 
networ){s containing only ,., exclusive-or'' and "branch" nodes. 
------ -
-----· -----···-
-··· -· ··-··· ·····~~··--·:.-~, -....... __ ; ... - .. -- ·-- --·· .~····---
---- ·-· --·· ... ~ ........ ·-·- .... ·-·- -
~~-
--------
--~--· ___ ,. 
Figure 4. "Exclu-s ive-or" and "Branch" Node 
Since the three basic elements - elements in series, elements 
' 
... in ··l5arallel, and loops - can 1.,..be made to behave in a GERT network " .:- . 




,1 ,,"'· 't ~ .. ~ ... I 
• . •t 
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• I •· ~ -·- e •••'"1'''"U" 
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.-- . . . • 
... :• 
·l 
be employed .to reduce the GERT network as it 'i~ used to reduce 
flowgraphs. In general, the topological equation takes this form: 
. ! 
• The sum of the loops formed in the following manne.r will always ..,, ~~~- .. .,. 
equal zero in a closed flowgraph • 
. ... 
f 
. • • + (-1) i L. + 
1 • • • = 0 
where·'L. is the sum of the ith ~rder loops. A first order loop is, 
1 
. 
·a consecu·tive path of arrows leading from a node and returning to 
the. :s~'.µie node. The value ·of such a loop is the product of the 
_. 
' 
t·ra-nsmittances around that _loop. There are n-order loops which can 
be described as the product of n non-touching first order loopa. 
The topological equat~on is defined for c}_os_ed flowgraphs wh-ich are 
compps~d ent.ire·ly of loops. The· topolog~-~.al rela.tionship is demon-
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-Figure 5. Demonstration of the Topological Relationship· In Flowgraphs 
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·The restriction that. t-he·: 't6pbtt,-ginal equation holds only ·f.or. 
closed flowgraphs does not,. how·ever, · prevent its use on open flow--
graphs because the graph can be closed with a fictitious trans--
mi ttance. T-he flow graph can be solved for the transnii tta·nce rt·-' 
between the, two 'nodes that· hav~ :iieen artificially closed. An-
:.~ l 
approach ii1-··ffnding the equival_ent transmittariG.e, T between two nodEfs· 
of intere.st i~ using Mason's Rule: ·· 
T -
c~cpath ~ e Enon touc.p.:ttjg· 1oops> > 
Eioops 
Thi$ ·E!·qµatt.on. is J:;~,ated as follows: Write down t·he p:roduct of f 
transmittances along each path f.rom the one node ·of .:ip:t:er·est t·o the 
other. Multiply its tra:ns.mttta.nc·e ·by the· sum of the n,on~touching 
loops.· Sum these modi·:f°ied ·p~th ·t:ransmittan.ces· and· d'.ivide by the 
.• '7 -::-~ • 
. 
-· 
. : ..... · 
SlJll1 -of all the loops in the open flowgraph. 
.. - ~ ····-· - -· __ ...: - ... : - -~ _,_;_ --- .... - - . -- ,- ,-"-:-· -· ,;_ ----·- - -- .. ----·- ·-_,... .. ---- -- . - ... -·- ·---- -- .... - . -- ' -.~· - ' --- . 
- -- ·-·~ .-·--
--
.. ·--- --.. ,-.,· ... .The fl-owg:rap·h is a· muitipTicatlve- system. Si.'t1ce t:h~ :prob:a~ 
·. ,.;.-:- .... bi 1 i ty elements of the GERT network are mul t ipli_c~_tJ've, th.ey .Gonforltl - .. 
to the flowgrapll. :sy·st.em. TI:ie.,.t-tme variable is ·additive ·in nature. '\. 
. 
'fherefore, the .mom¢ilt ge.ne·rating function was chosen to transform 
the ti~~»ariable into a. mu~tiplicatiye parameter. The total 
. I 
tr·ansmi ttance between two nodes i -and j in a GERT network is the 
·,,.._-',-. 
















:i.s occupied and the MGF of the time functi9~ to realize that node.· 
W .. (s) = p .. MiJ. (s) 1J .. lJ ,, 
> 
_Utilizing GERT to Solve Markov Chain Proble.ms 
•, 
Returning to the original ideas of absorbirtJf-'.chains and er·-
.godic chains, it is interesting to note 1:Qat· they resemble open 
:a.ng closed flowgraphs. Fur·t11er, "'a state can be- 'th.ought of as an 
,. '':exclusive-or" and "branch" type node, .aticf ·1:°he: transit ion fr.om· 
. state to state defined by the transmltt,anc~·! 
GERT by nature of its deve.lopme:11t, repre..sents processes which· 
can be assumed to · terminate in some :n.Qde:,. w.p.Jch in Markov termi-
,11.ology could be descr1bed as an absorbing state. It therefore 'I. \ 
-s·e.eins reasonable to assume· that GERT is tde:al1y suited .to the in--
yestigation of processes with absorbing chains. Although er·godiq 
.. 
'. <. :'•"' chains cannot be represented by· ·a fypical· ·.GERT Network, much infor-
... ·-1.· 
• 
mation·:,.can: :be obtained by· J~o:rc-ing l't lnto :iJ1e familiar GERT format. 
The netwo:rk of the ergodic M~r-kov ·p:r-:o.¢ess is forced into GERT format by breaking one node into two :.nod~s.. Onlr''nod,e ·acts as the source 
of:: the GERT network and Qa·.s only activities emana_ting from it. The 
• 



















P.hains can- be answered by a·a,~pt,:.ing. the problem to a G.ERT network \.,. 
' • ' ><1 {( (! (• 
'(,"t 
·.i Exa:ples of this procedu;e c~n,'..;......-~.,..:.....;;..."~........--..··~-----j __ _ 
-






_ and employing topology equations. 
----~ 
-- ~ 
......... ·." ... ,., --~---~·---~-----, ·· ·· - ·-be founp.-·rn Jni :i tehouse (23, Chapter 7) • 
,. . ~~ 
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15 
of inte~est, the pr~bability, Pe, of realizing the portion of the 
graph being investigated is given by the relationship:· 
• 
' 
~ since all MGF become ~qua.l_,.~·.O one·, when s_ is ·equated to zero. The 
... MGF will be the quotient of t.·he ·output of the graph divided by p : 
e 
-'The first derivative of Me(s) evaluate:tj ~t s equal ·to z·eto w.:flI 
y·ield t·he m~a:ri o·f·· the transition time between the two states· of 
. . inte·rest, and the s·econd derivative of Me(s) evaluated ·at s equal 
to zero will yield the v.a~tanc.e.. ln general, the nth, derivative 
will yield the expected v.alu~ o.:t the nth· p.ow~r of t. 
:Some· of the infere·nces that can be mad··e c;;Qnc.er-n:irig. :tb··e system 
.. :unde·r study utilizing the above tnfo~mation will .become evident in 
' . 
\l 
'the following chapters. For·· .e·xample, the Toymaker problem, is 
.analyzed in detail in t,he :fdllowing chapter utilizing GERT repre,.;.. 
se:ittation. The p.robl..ein· is rnodif'i-ed according to Howard (7) and 
structured as a·n. Qpti-mizat i.on. prot>lem. lt is then shown that 
., 
-: . 
..... ~-- ... ., •; -~-'- - • ~c • • ,• . - . '-' ' • • - · ..... ·-~---· 
-, __ ., ___ ........ -~-.-·-· '" .:...· ... --·- ... - ,, .... , ...... - . . . ' . 
GERT can be used directly in solv·'itfg f:or tb·e. parameters necessary. ' . . . 
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. THE . TOYMAKER. PROBLEM 
· .. The toymaker problem, is a very simple example of a discrete-· l 
time Markov process. The toym~.ke..:r -is'. :i.nvol ved" in the novelty toy 
.. business. His situation is de·s:c1-.tbed as follows: 
The toymaker may be in either of two states. He is in the first state if the ~oy he is currently producing has found great favor with the public. He is in the second state if his toy is out of-favor. When he is in state 1, there is 50% chance o~ his remaining in stat~ 1 at the end of the fol-lowing week and, consequently, a 50% chance of an unfortunate transition to state 2. When he is in state 2, he experim~nts with new toys, and he may return to state 1 with probability 2/5 or remain unprofitable in sta'te 2 with probability 3/5. 
The t.ransi.tion matrix is shown in Figure 6. This matrix is called 
; a- s.tochastic mat·rJx, since it exhibJts the properties of the rows 
summing to 1, a:Qd: the elements are, q:on-negative and no~t gr~ater 
than 1 ( 0 ~ '.Ptj ~ 1) .. 
Tradition al Markov theory $·tud.ies ;fh.e trat1s.ient behavior of t·;h,e. 
discrete-time Markov process by cl:~.sc.r.fbi:rt.·g the t:ime function in . ; . 
,) 
}. 
terms of the Z-transform for :theoretical ~onvenience. The Z-transform is useful in Markov process·e~ b~c~tuse. the .. probab.ility· tr-a·nsients·· :, ·· -
·- .. - ,.. ,,--~--:-.- - . - --- ·; 
in Markov proce~ses are geometric sequences. The Z-tr~nsform pro-
vldes a· closed form express ion for s·uch. s~quences. This technique 
enables one to: ,sol,ve for th~: limitiitg state probabilities; that is,· 
. the probability of being in a particul·ar state after a large ·number 
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.. An exg.od.iC=-p-Poe,e·s~~ttcn~t:rs tlie=-wymake·r pr9blem 
·· 
exhibits the property that the state occupancy probabilities are 
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OERT Representation to Calculate Mean Recurrence Time 
Figure 6-. 
-the Toymaker Problem 
. .,, 
.,,,, 
- r ·~--~·· 





_. ......... " 
i8 
.. 
. independent of the starting s·tate of the ·s._y.~teni. jf the- numbe1' o-.r: 
l_ 
state transitions ·is large. 
Whitehouse (23, pp. 132) has suggested that networks of er-
··--godic Markov chains such as the toymaker problem can be forced 
~ 
into GERT format by breaking one node into _two nodes. One node 
acts as the source of the GERT netwo~k and oniy has transit.ionEf 
.emanating from it. The oiher -has transitions entering it! and acts 
, 
·as the sink of the GERT network. This reduces the network to a 
finite problem. According to Whitehouse, the approach is to find 
the ·equivalent transmittance between· the split nodes. The Mean 
Recurrence Time, µrt' is obtained by taking the,first derivative 
of the res~lting MGF and· evaluating it at· s equal to O. 
The analysis of the toymaker problem is begun by describing 
the parameters that comprise, _the transmittances of the network~ 
-~ . These transmittances are shown graphically. on the GERT represent-
at ion in .Figure 6· and were calculated as foll,ows: 
w . . (s) = p .. M .. (s) 
· 1J .. lJ 1J . 
ts 
where. Mi.j (s) = e 
·and ~t · l.S ·the. ·dtscrtrte -··t·1me_.-, tn~tefrya'l ···'f·roin . s·t.~~e:_-~~·- t·q ·s~faf.e ~~.,,::· 
The ·discrete time interval from state i to state j in the toy-
maker problem is one week . 
. Referring to the GERT representation of the problem in figure 
• 
,. 
..- .···.-- ........... -·-~···· . 
• 
! 
. ·-, .. ,, .... · 6,· the_,equ~valent transmittance between state ·1 ·and state l' is 
=-~~~-, .. ~,._.......,...~., . .. : : •• ·. oe·• o'r, , . 7 •c .•. c ~----~;).·-"'"-'""'' e~.,.-":'..~'-'-·--"~"-~i'-~....._• -'-·•-·,~~-· '--. ~ ·.,.-~~.;,_~ .. -· - , .. ~,h.-~~.~;....·~~\.i..:.:...:-· • c.~s,.:,_,~,._;,..*'-''+·~•.."-u""-'-'-"'-"'~:~:: . " ~,·· T ··a ·c •· • ,r· -~, • ..,., • .,,._..--.,..,...~=·· <,,, ·:•C"?o;'>" •:·o, ~ • > '."..-.-7"""'"'"'-"'"·""'~-~' 
solved by the topo.logical relatiot_!~hip_: 
,., .. " 
~µ. . ..• 
.. ... ' ,, 
l· 
.. ,.,_., - .••.... ·- \, ,. -,~ "-~, .. -... ~-· .- ~ . ' .. 
• : ... .= ·~·· 
,,, 
• .!.-"_ :. 
·; 
~ •' .. : 
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:(,· , 




















3 SJ - -e 5 
Thi:i··-me·an recurrence time is calculated to bet , -~ 
I• 
... , .. ~ 
µ =Gt_ M (s)l 









To dete:rmine the stationary probability of 'b.eing_ in .a given 
state or·node, the· MGF in all :paths except those leaving the-node 
., .of interest are equated to one. The GERT represent at ion.: of the 
modified graph for fi,nding the stationary probabilit_y of· being in 
s:t-at.e 1 and state: 2 ·is shown in Figure 7. The first derivative of 
·the :soluti·Qn .of this modified graph will yield the e·xpe_cted time 
that the proces:·s is in the node of interest. 
Solving for the expected time !n state 1 ~Y tising the_topo-
• logical relationship: 
- -·· --------- -- "-. . ·- -.. - --- - . - . --· ----· 
---·. -···~·- -
,¢. 
_____ .,. ____ .,. ___ _ 
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2 5 5 ls ls W i ( s) = [ 3] = "i8 + 2e . 
1 - -
. 5 
·-:.·: ..;. . 
p· = w cs> I = 1 
.1. 1 .s=O 
.. ~ (s) = W~~s) .= ~s + ~s .. . ., 
. :. . ~· ' .. , ·••-.•.• . . . . 
f 
.l 
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... ,····'"'· •' l: -. 
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Figu~e 7. 











































tfi ~es] +· !es 1 - -W2 (s) 5 2 - -[1 - ~SJ [1 





- ~SJ 5 . 
p W2(s) I s=O: - 1 2 
1 1 s 
- - lOe 
M2(s) 
W2(s) 2 
- (1 3 SJ P2 - -e 5 
=[2- ~(s)l ds · ]s=O 5 - -4. 
.. 
The ratio of tne· ·expected time in: a state of inter·est and· the 
·mean recurrence time will be the steady state probabi:l:f-ty'. c:o.f: being 
in that st.ate::··; 
. ~· .... 
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.These values agree with those Obtained by Howard (7, pp. 11) 
using the Z-transform method, This example shows that GERT enables __ 
one to solve for questions of interest in a Markoy process. 
Markov Processes With Rewards 
·'" ··- ' .. 
Economic Rewards may be associa£6d Wiih state transitions . 
The rewards could be· in terms of dollars, vo\tage levels, uni ts of 
production or any other physical quantity relevant to the problem • 
... ',.~)!... .. 
€~ 
.~e r~ards could equally well be constrUQ~~ as penalties. 
, 
The Markov process genE)rates a sequence of rewards as it makes 
transitions from state t.o state. The reward is, thus, a random 
variable with a probability Oistribution governed by the proba-
bilistic rel~i~rts of the Markov process. To investigate the 
problem of total r~ard or expected earnings in greater detail, 
a reward structure can be added to the toymaker's problem. The 
reward m•trix denotes the expected r~ard from state i to state j 
and is :given as follows: 
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3 -7 
Since each transition reward is directly related to the transi-
tion time, the MGF of the time function can be replaced by the MGF 
. . ~........ " of the reward f unct ion in the GE~~--.!!!D.l'.e.s.en:tat ion-..~-ealeui·ate--the' ,e • .. ~ - ,,.,.,,,_ •• "'. 
. . . "" '"'"""-"''"___ ~ . . . --·-'-'--~~--. -~--~--~· .. 
mean return of the system with rewards. 
• r• .• -
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With the aid of the GERT Repres,entat ion of the reward· struc-
ture shown in Figu,re 8, the mean return of the syste·m can be 










GERT Representation to Calculate Mean Return of 
The Toymaker Problem 
Figure"8 
Therefore, using the topological equatt·on· to.: s·olve. for the trans_~'. 
mi ttance between state 1 and st·a·te I' : 
~ -· - I 
. 1 9s 
~ 3 2s + 1 6s 1oe s8 
= -------==.----
[ 1 - ~ - 7 s] 
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Introduction of Alternatives 
·The toymaker has other' cotirse·s: 6f action· open. to him that change 
-::,.·-···· .. 
the probabilities and rewards gover:ning · the process. For example, 
the toymaker could spend money on marketing his product which would 
\ tend to increase his probability of.staying in stat~ 1, but at the 
same time reduce pr.o.tit-~·. He could also spen,d money on research 
and development on a. new product which would tend to decrease his 
" 
pro·t:>a·htlit.y ·of remaining in state 2,. ):rut :a1s·o }.~·educe profits. The 
alter-natives, as they apply to the toymaker, :ca:n ·the ref ore be sum-
marized in vector form as follows: 
1 [ 0. 5 plj 0. 5 ] ; 1 = [9 3] r.:lj 
P. 
- 2 [ 0.8 .? . P1· . -J 0 .2] ; 2 = [4 4] .rlj 
0. 6] ; r2j 1 = [ 3 
. - - -- - .. -.~ . - - ... , --- ··-
- •• • -.:.._• v• -!... • - •:. •• : •:. • • - • •. : __ .:._ • - .~ ••• 




. ---~ ·-----· ------ p2j -- -
1 · 
The notation Pij k and r;lj k represent the probabilities and rewards 
th .ftbm· state i to state j given by the k · alternative. :-...,· .. 
. .
. An optimal policy· is that .cho~!?e. of._ !t}terri.atives which maximize ---- . . ... -----"'.·~-;-:~-::-------- ---·· 
' 
... ----.--------------------~..;..;......-----.-. ;: ·-e-x-pe.ct~d---;;tu;n or gain of the entire process .. It is obvious ·that~ 
the gain can be:evaluated for· each set of alternatives separately, 
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· ... ::·.-" -- -· 
·-and the set of alternatives c-hos·e.n whi.ch. in fact yield the largest 
--gain. ~owever, it does not take too ntany more states and sets 
-~-~-·,..,-.:.·· 
of alternatives to render this type of analysis useless. For example, 
in a five state problem with three alternatives available at each 
. Ill 
state, there are 35 - 243 djfferent policies and 243 ·different 
gains to solve. :· .... 
.. ~ .. . 
. The Policy-Iteration Method 
. 
. ~ Howard (7, Chapter 4) desc:ribes-- the __ policy-iterat:ion. ~~thod. · 
which locates the optipial policy _of systems that have· a: large 
number of. trans it ions in a sma 11 number of iterations. It is com-
. "?. . 
posed 9f two parts, the value-determination operation ·and the policy- .. _ 
-~ 
. .;;, .~ improvement routine . 
.. 
The value-determination opera-tio:n .essentially ;is the solution 
·of N(the·number of states in the system) linear simultaneous equ~tions 
... to find the gain and relative values of· a _given ·_p:oli .. cy. - The rela-
t·i ve va 1 ues in Ci::ti~st-i on· ,are the tot·~1 expe.cted .rE=Jward that the syst·em 
wi 11 earn in n moves if :-±t s .. tarts f:rom ·st·.~t'e i. ~ rel:at ive .t.o st.art ing 
·1; 






The policy-improvement rout.ine Qses the relative values as 
. . . -..---. -- .... -·-· - -· -·- - ..... . - . ... ~- .. . ··- -·- -• • -:... ·-- • -· <' ••• -- •••••••• ~ ..... ----
-·· •.•• 
- .... - ... ·-·-·· ..... .. ··-· .. - - -
- • • ·• •• • - • •- • • • • •• •• •-· • •• •• .._. -- •• •" • • • •- •• ,- • • •• •• <o • 
- - - - - - . -· .·- ·!"°-'':"" - .• ·, - ,. ::,·-·· -.·-·"':· ··- -· . - --· , - .- . . -· ·- - .~ .. 
.evaluate- the policy under considerat,ion for each individual state 
• 
.. . and to suggest -a more optimal. policy if one is available. The new 
policy will have a higher gain than· th~ old po·l.icy. Howard summarizes 
.. 
· the policy-iteration method as follows: :1. •• . . _.-<:.--~--- . .------ --
(1) The solution of the sequential-~--decision process is t_e-
• I duced to solving· sets of linear'" simultaneous equations .I 
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~ ... ' ,. 
(2) Each succeedihg policy found in the iteration cycle has 
a higher gain than the previous One. 
(3) The iteration cycle will terminate on the policy that has 
· 'the largest gain attainable within the realm of the pro-b~~m; it will usually find this policy in a small number 
of iterations. 
Re,tt1:rning once again to the toymaker problem, . where there are 
two states and tw·o alternatives iri each state,· the toymake·r h·as four 
possible policies·,_ each with associated probabilities and rewards. 
The 'toymaker would like to know which of .these four policies should 
be followed into the indefinite future to make the average earnings 
per weet as larg~ as possible~ 
The policy iteration routine is begun by choosing as an 
initial policy the one that maximizes expected immediate reward 
in each state. The expected imm~d iate rewa.rd can be determined by 
" partitioning the ~ystem in such a way that only the transactions "' 
~ emanating from the state. of interest·ar~ ~onsidered. The gain of 
.. 
. , .,. 
·- .. : ' .. 
,: 
•· ··~ ;'· 
, ..... ·:.. 
·~ . 
the partition can be calculated in the same W~y as the gain was 
. 
· calculated for the system as a whole. · ·-
\. ), . 
'\ 
k 
-- - .... ~ --~~ -----~ ·----··•,• -· ---------- -· ___ .. Mr • ... - -~· . 
= 1 k ; where i is the st~t-~ of_intere:st __ 
.c: .. .. . .... ,.,. -· ...... --k . ... . - ·- - - - - ---- ·- •• -,.:-- .. 'II - ----
q-
' 1 
. -----' . ---
- ~---------











. The partitioning and calculations- of the expe~ted immediate reward 
\ 
. for the toymaker problem· are detailed in Figu-res 9a and 9b. 
s i_n~e • [ qr~- '=--~J ~!Ir-2_-~ 4land (~2 ! = -a] · > [ q2 2 = -s], ., al-
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. . Figure 9a. GERT Representation for Calculating the Expecteq · 
~ Immediate Reward in State 1 
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Figure 9b. GERT.Representation for Calculating the Expected 
~r '" • Immediate Reward in State 2. 
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immediate reward. The sy~tem gain of this choice of alternatives, 
~J. has. been previously calculated on page 24 and. determined 
• 
k = 
to be 1. 
The first phase of Howard's policy iteration-routine is the 
value-determination operation. ;This operation evaluates the inJ-
tial pollcy chosen above by solving_t~e~N ~Jmultqneous equations: I 
. 
-g + V. = q. + 1 1 
N 
E· j=l p . . V. ; l.J J i = 1, 2, .. . . N 
where g is the gain of the system with the chosen policy. 
q is the expected immediate reward of state i with the 
chosen policy. 
p is the tr9:nsition pr_obability of going to state j from 
state i with the chosen policy. 
and vis the relative value of ·starting in state i rather 
than state N. 
Since vi is relative to vN for all i, vN 9~n be set equal to ~ero~ 
There are therefore N simultarie9u·s __ equat.ion$ and N (g, v1 , ••• vN_1 ) 
unknowns.· 
6 1 1 g + VI ...... + 2vl + 2v2 
+ 
. 
·-3 + 2 . 3 g V2 - ·-v + 5v2 5 1 
,, Setting v2 - 0 and solving these equat.ion:S,·: tn~'. ·foll-.owing values 
. - ~- .-- .. ; . --~-- . .-... ------- -· 
are obtained: 
g = 1 . V = 10 1 . 
. ..: ' _....: '".;.· - ~. ·"'"- - - - -~ ~ . : '. - " -- -- .: •· . 
.. ··~ 
·v.:. -.-· 0.-
-. ·2.· - .. · .. 
' l ' 
' ' . 
. :,· . 
0 
The second phase of Howard's policy iteration routine is .the 
policy-improvement routine. For each st'ate i, the alternative k that 
maximizes the test quantltyi 
----. - .k· N + .. ~ ,J q_i LJ
j=l ' ' j 
\-
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.!co> = 12 5 
2. ,. ··1·· .. !c_io> .. +. 
~(O) + - 1· -3 5 
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.J . The policy-improvement r~outine reveals that the second alter-
... 
n~tive in~~ch stat~ produces a higher value of the test quaritity 
than does the first alternative. Thus the policy_ c·omposed of the 
second alternative in each state will have a higher gain than the 
original policy. The procedure must be continued to find whet~er 
a more optimal policy is available. 
Re-iterating back to the "value-determination t<i ev:alu·ate the 
new policy: 
+ 4: ± 4 1 g V-· -. ·--v . + -v 1 5 1 5 2 
7 3 : ·g + v2 .... 5 + iovl + 10v2 
. . 
... 
with v2 . = O, the results of the value determination operation are 
g = ? .. 
- -·· .. _ .... -.. ~ -- ···-· .... ·-·- . ---v .. ·= -o---2 
. .. .. ~ - " 
.. 
The policy-improvement routint' must be entered again, but 
. 
" 
since the relative values are coincidentally the same as those for 
the l)revious _iteration,· the test quantity calculations are merely 
repeated~~ The policy, k = :J_ is found on~~~o~~-~--~~d,-~inc0 t~~- ' 
-···· ---- --- , --·-- •· --- ·-
. same poltcy has been found twice in succession, the optimal policy 
with a corresponding rate of return of 2 ·has been found. 
t,- ..... . ::i'l. 
V ':·. ~•:t •. ,' ,. 
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A -minimiz•tion problem can be evaluated in a similar manner 
by noting that the policj can.be improved by the alternatives for 
each state which mtnimiz-e the test-quantity_. 
... _,.-... ;: • r ,-•::• .: -:~--.-:. : • :•."·.-:..:· • :·. 7·.:·.~= ..... ,.:• 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE TAXlCAB OPERATION 
? 
·- .. ·· ~ 
,:" .. 
A further examp_le of sequential decision process is P!esented 
in this chapter to show how GERT may be .,applied to a variety of 
·-~-": . , .... problems.- The taxicab operation is a more complex discrete-time 
.-
0 Markov process, but the optimization technique is the same as the 
simpler toymaker problem. 
Consider the problem of the taxicab driver-whose territory 
enc_ompasses three towns_, A, a;. and C. If he is in town A, 
he has three alternatives: 
( 1) He can cruise· in the hope of picking up a passenger 
by being hailed. 
(2) He drive to the nearest cab stand and wait • line. can 1n 
(3) He can pull over and wait for a rad-i.o· call. 
If he is in town C, he has the ~ame three alternatives, but 
if he is in town B, the last alternative is not present be-
cause there is no radio cab service in that town. For a 
given town and g:j.ven alternative,· there is a probability that 
the next trip will go to each of the towns, A, B, and C, and 
a corresponding reward in monetary units associated with each 
such trip. This reward represents the income from the trip 
after all necessary expenses have been deducted. 
.. - ... -- - . -· -----··~ --~, -· .............. _ ···--"~-·----·-··· --·--·- •··--· ·--··-----~-~- _.oi.r,.... .. _ ...... ---
.. - . .,..,. - ·······. 
blem depend upon the alternative· because different .1customer popu-
lation will be encountered under each alternative. If the towns, 
A, B, and C are identified as states 1, 2, and 3, respectively, then 
Figure 10 shows the GERT network of the operation. In addition, the 
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Figure 10. GERT Repre.sentation .. of the Taxicab:Operation 
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1 [ 0.5 · 0.25 - 0.25 ] plj --
/ 
2 [ o. 0625 0.1875 ]-P1j - 0.75 -
3 [ 0.25 
.. ] plj - 0.125· 0.625 
r· 1 
"[ o. 5 0 0.5 ] p2j --
2 [-0.0625 0.875 o. 0625] P2j -
. .1 
1 [ 0.25 0.25 o.·5 - ] P3. --' J 
2 [ 0 .125 0.75 0.125 ] P3j -






































The gain for each alternative· at each individual st-ate i:s.. calculated 
--
using the ·relationship: 




µ t k r . 
l. 
.. 
The calculations for states 1, 2, and 3 are s'i:umnarized in Fig11r.~ lla·,· 
._;r_ 
llb, and llc o To begin the iterat<i.on :proce:Ss, the policy that 
X- ':' •· ..;~, ,._ ~ : 
maximizes the expected immedjate rewar·d:_, or ·,.-has the .l~r~es.t .ga:in. ·for 
each individual state, -is chosen. 
. -- -·--- ~- -~-~-- ' .... ~·-
.......... - -··---·--- ----- .. , .. --,,·,- --~···-----~·,~-,,·-··--~-,-·-··--·-·The· ·vottcy--~-niit~·maximfze·s-··1mm.ed.ia·t.e. ·e.~p~-ci-·Ee-d rewa-rd is found to 




be k - 1 . Howard's policy-iter~:td.911 ·routin·e described in the 
1 
previous chapter can now be ente·r.ed. ·:t·o ey.-a.lu:a-te this i.n.i·.ti.al policy 
and locate the .optimal. _pol::i.¢.y. 
I 
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Figure Ila. GERT Representation to Calculate Expected 
Immediate Reward·in State 1. 
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M(s) W( s) = .!el4s + .!els·s 
p 2 . 2 
similarly, µ~t 1 
. 'l 
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µ, = [~M( s)J · = 120 
r ds s=O 
similarly, µrt= a 
• 2 · - Ur 
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Figure llb. GERT Representation to Calculate Expected 
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p [1 _ !e2SJ 
µr = [~(s)J s=O = 3-/ 
. 8 
-similarly, -µ,rt = 7 
•. 2 = l+r = -~2/~ = ·4 
•• q µ, 7 7 
3 rt 
M(s) _ W(s) 
- t<. P . 
~ 
1 3 4s 
- + -e 16 4 
------
-r -[se8s] 
µ .... = ·r~M(s)J =· ~ 
r ds · s=O 13 
- ' 
sim~larly, µ,rt = ~ 
13. 
' .. 3 µr· = ~/.!& = 
.. q ;: 4.8 
3 - µrt 13 13 
Figure llc. GERT Representation to ·Calculate Expected 
Immediate Reward in State 3. 
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CHAPTER .. 5 . , 
APPLICATIONS IN A MORE GENERAL CLASS OF PROBLEMS 
• The techn~ques of GERT can be employed ·whenever the moment 
generating function of the time distribution from node to node is 
defined. The MGF is well defined for many familiar and repre-
~ 
/ 
sentative discrete and continuous distributions such as the normal, 
'. '\ -
exponential and Poisson Distributions, to name a few, as well as 
... 
the discrete constant time distribution that has been used in the 
previous examples. GERT, therefore, is a flexible and powerful 
tool to be used· i~ .analyzing a more general class of problems.. In 
.. particular, the policy-iteration technique can_ be used to solve 
the continuous time Markov decision problem in the ~ame straight-
*' 
.. forward manner as the discrete-time problem was· solved. 
This application can be demonstrated by retu~ning·once again 
to the toymaker problem, and.modifying the transition times from 
IP 
stat~~to state, such 'that they are taken fro~ s continuous ~istri~ 
6ution. The probability matrix used in the original problem is 
retained. To p~se a hypothetical example let the distribution of t:l1e 
'··--·· ~ 
·t1m-e t_o tra·verse-the·p·a1:·h-from state i to state j, f .. (t) and its 1J 
as.sociated MGF be· defined for every path as follows: 
- .·--
f11<x>· - 1 X - 1 
: .. 
es ·'· 
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[exponential, a=l week] 
,, 
[constant] 
The problem is described graphically in Figur~ 12 using tne new MGF 





;Figure 12. GERT Representation to Calculate Mea-n Recurrence Time 
The equivalent transmittance from stat ..e 1 to state l' of the 
. 
modified toymaker problem shown graphically in Figure 12 is solved 
' . 
in preci~ely :the same way as the original problem by the topological· 
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· The original reward structure, R -
3 -7 
~ 
can also be incorporated into ·the modified toymaker problem, trans-
! . 






'forming the time transition into reward transition. 
3 -7s ~ 
5 
Figure 13. GERT Representation.to Calculate Mean Return 
U~ing Figure 13, the meanreturn is calculated as follows: 
.. "···:>'{ .. 
'.) . 
1 9s 3 -7s 1 1 
~ 1 - -::e +- (1 - 3s) W (s) .. = 5 5 [1 _ ~ 0 -7s] e 
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The rate of· return or gain of the above system can now ·be calculated 
... 
- . The set of alternatives that was introduced into the original 
toymaker' s pr_oblem on page 24 can also be applied to this- new 
problem. -These alternatives and the· calculat.ion· of expected im:..·. - -
mediate rate of return (gain 'j:irovided b_y an individual state) are 
denoted in Figure 14a and_ 14b. 
Using the calculate(:) ga,lns of· ·t·he expected immediate reward 
for each individual sta·te. and e'~C-11 al ter:r:iative, the policy iteration 
r 
technique can assume the role of finding the optimal·policy. The 
initial policy is that policy _which maximizes immediate reward and 
1 6 




Sensitivity Analysis of the Policy-Itera~ion Technique 
A sensitivity analysis of th~ policy-iteration technique is 
provided by exploring the changes in the system gain of the moditied 
toymaker problem as the reward structure is va.ried. More speci-
fically, Figure 15 is a graph of the r_ate of return of each of the 
.... - .. 1· . . . ---- ------· .. -- . 
four possib~e policies as r 11 is varied from 9 units to 




lations for determining the gain 
rate of return for policies k = 
1 
for these policies. However, the l] [1 l 
1 
and k = 
2 
increases as r 11 in-
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. ALTERNATIVE 2 
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Figure 14b •. GERT Representation· for Calculating Expected· 
Expected Immediate Reward in State 2. 
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Figure 16 is a graph of Howard's fest .quan·tifies for t}\io states 
and the two lilternatives within ~ach stat·e, as the reward r11
1 in-,:.: 
creases from 9 to 17 \!nit~. The test-quaptities indi'cate that pol- 1 · .. 
icy k = [ ~ J does becolDe optimal when r 1 / ~ 11. It follows that 
the pol.icy i terat :4.on . techniqu .. ~ is. sells.it i ve. to optimizing problems 
that are defined by continuous-time transitions. 
The means of-the exponential distr±bution chosen to represent 
. I the continuous-time transitions in·the modified toymaker problem 
were made equal to the discrete, constant-time transitions in the 
.. 
original · toymaker problem.. The result is that- the rates of return 
for the four different policies in the continuous-time problem are 
the same as· those calculated for the discrete-time problem. This 
is as expected, since the n;ieans of conti~uous-time distributions 
to'be combined are additive in nature as are constant-times. The 
·mean of the resultarit distribution is therefore the same as that-
obtained by combining constant-time parameters. It is concluded 
·· then.that the poli6y iteration technique.will give the intended 
restilts for processes that are defined by any ti~risition time dist-
--~--· - ---··•- •" ." _',·..._ T -· ••• ),- --···• • 
.. -· - .., __ ····---- ···-----------·--------·· - -- ·--- . .----"-··------=-- ----· ----- --·······--·· . ·----:··-~-;--
......... ______ . ------- -- --- --·· ____ ,, __ ·- -- ··- ··------- .. -- ·······-- ··--·--- ------·- ---·- ·--- ·----~- ____ ._._ -----·- -----·- __ ;._ ... -- -
. I 
directly into constant-time parameters and the system is solved ~s 
. 
. 
i~ it we,re a discrete-time process •.. 'rrhe point is that the pol icy 
iteration technique does not consider·the risk (variance) of the 
-· combined transition time distribution of th~ different polici.es. 
ti . 
when searching for the optimal-policy. 
.... 
r .v· 
: 1. #lr.J,, ·,· 
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Sensitivity Analys.is of Other Iterat.ive Trchniqu~s. 
e+>·, ) 
The sensitivity of other iterative ~echniques may be analyzed 
·in the same manner as.the policy iteration routine was analyzed. 
A.g~in iteration technique was investigated that cl6sely resembles 
.t,µe policy .iteration routine. The difference in the two techniques 
:is · in how the test-quantity is calculated. The test quantity u.sed 
to evaluate the alternative policies at each state is calculated 




k 'k . :• p . . . q. ·-~- .. 1J . lJ. 
The results· of this: test-quantity, ,as it appl:ies to the mod-
ified toymaker problem is plptted in Figure 17 as the reward para-
meter r 11
1 is again varied from 9 to 17 units. . It is noted that 
this test quantity does not give its intended results since policy. 
2 1 ... 
k is indicated as optimal where r11 · ~ 13.4. It is interest-2 2 
ing to note, ~owever, that policy k is indicated as the optimal 
1 
1 policy by the gain-iteration routine when r
11 
~ 13. 4. This is the 
., same point that policy k -
2 
k - • 
1 
1 
becomes more opt~mal than policy 
. 2-- -·- ·---- -·- - -·-- - -- --- --------------·-- - -·--·- - ----- ----·------ - . ------ _______ ...;_ .. ___ ...... __ ;--_..;.-:,:,··---... -;-:·:---'"-··-·, ~--· -- • !"' "! .- -·.: .-- . • --- ·---
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Figure 17. A Graph of the Tes·t Quantities of the Gain-Iteration 
·Routine as the Reward Structure is Varied. . --
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CHAPTER VI .,. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this paper was to extend the usefulness of GERT 
as a procedure for obtaining optimum_ results. The· .approach pegin -
by reviewing G~RT .representations d:f problems which can be charact-
erized as having Markov transitions. 
: . When a structure of rewards was added to the process, GERT 
representation proved to be useful for calculating total expected 
reward and. -immediate expected rewards. For a system operating under 
a 'fixed policy, a knowledge of the total expected reward of the · 
process constitutes a complete understanding of the system. 
As alternative policies were-made available fo~_the operation 
of the system~ it was shown how GERT can~be applied to determine the 
parameters necessary in Howard's·. policy ilterat ion technique which 
locates the optimal pol icy. It was further found that GERT may be 
employed directly in continuous time systems as easily as it .is 
used for discrete time systems. Th;~ enehles the policy iteration 
.. 
"C·· ' /" .. ..• 
routine to be generalized for application iri .. optimizing continuous . ' 
. 
time systems defined by any transition· time distribution, as long 
. --- -· .. __ , .- ,~ ... ----~-.,- ·''"'." . -·-
as the mean of the distribution.ts known. 
;. 
Areas for Future Study 
It was pointed out that J~e ~~li_gy_ it.eration routine does not 
consider the variance of the combined distribution of the different. 
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al. policy that takes into account the variance as well as the mean' 
- • ~ .... ::- l. ·-of combined distributions, and give a desired .bal·ance of the risk 
of the various policie~. 
' GERT has been used exclusively in this paper as an aid in 
optimizing processes of long duration. Further work is im~lied in 
. . . 
utilizing. GERT to analyze· processes of short duration; ie, processes 
with a finite number of state.transitions. 
Finally, there has been a great deal of interest in the area 
.of maximizing the amount of information that can be made available 
from a system. Applicatfon in this area· is ·pq:ssible after making 
the following considerations: 
tl) Is the system Markovian in nature? 
(2) Are data necessary to d~~cribe the alternatives of ·t,he 
system available? 
If the answers to these questions are a·ff:friria-t.ive., .then a. ·possible 
application has been discov~red. 
• 
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